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DMR for Dummies Introduction
 This presentation is meant as a practical intro to DMR

Amateur Radio. It’s intended for hams who are new to
the mode and want to learn:









What’s different ?
What are the advantages ?
What does the key terminology mean ?
What equipment is needed ?
What’s the operating procedure ?
Is DMR for right for you?

Digital Mobile Radio
 An ETSI published worldwide standard
 Over a DOZEN manufacturers of radios







(Connect Sysems,Tytera, Vertex,
Motorola, Kenwood and Alinco)
Superior voice quality (AMBE+2) vs older
digital modes (AMBE, IMBE, GMSK)
Longer battery life! Automatic Roaming!
Supports multiple talk groups on one freq.
Supports data applications (txt,email,gps)

DMR Standard-ETSI TS 102 361
 Tier 1 (Unlicensed)
 FDMA, Consumer applications, .5 watt
 dPMR (446 MHz European unlicensed service)
 Tier 2 (Conventional)
 2-slot TDMA
 IP Site Connect (Vendor specific)
 Tier 3 (Trunked)
 2-slot TDMA
 Multi-channel, Multi-Site

What is DMR
 Forget what you know about ANALOG repeaters!
 The DMR radio converts audio to data packets sent via
FM radio


DMR IS SENDING AND RECEIVING DIGITAL DATA!

 The receiving DMR radio converts the data back to







AUDIO!
DMR uses only 12.5kHz bandwidth
NO Guard bands are required. Very Efficient
Data can travel over radio OR Data Networks
Since DMR is data, packets will travel over the internet.
Data can include GPS, APRS, in the background.

Advantages
 Very good audio quality
 Not “duck” talk.
 Good battery life
 “40 percent improvement in talk time in comparison
with analog radios “
 Efficient use of radio spectrum. 12.5 KHz, not 25KHz

 World wide QSO capability by TECHNICIAN’s
 Free text messaging.
 Send to one person, or a group of people.

Better Signal Quality

 No hiss, popping, or static
 Better RF range than older digital technologies
 Forward Error Correction and Cyclic Redundancy
Check coders

The DMR Process
 The DMR radio transmits to a repeater or a hotspot.
 The repeater or hotspot connects to the internet
 The internet connects to a Server

 The server is a telephone system that has voice chat

rooms called TALKGROUPS
 The QSO is sent from the server, through the internet,
to all connected repeaters or hotspots on the same
talk group. May be one or many radios.

N2SRT HT> Hotspot1> Internet>
Server Talk Group> Internet>
Hotspot2> to AC2NI HT
INTERNET
REPEATERS

CLOUD
BRANDMEISTER OR
N2SRT SERVER

HS1
AC2NI

N2SRT
HS2

Mix of Repeaters and Hotspots
Brandmeister or
Club Server

TERMS we need to know
 Radio ID
 Time Slot
 Code Plug
 Color Codes
 Talk Groups
 Channels
 Zones
 Receive groups

Radio ID
 Get your ID NOW!
 It’s free
 A Radio ID is a unique number assigned to you (and

your callsign) by the RadioID.net team. Like a
telephone number or IP address, your Radio ID
identifies you as a unique radio user on the various
DMR networks and repeaters around the world.
 AC2NI = 3142212

What is a TIME SLOT
 DMR sends and receives data in 30 millisecond time slices








called TIME SLOTS
1,000 milliseconds make up 1 second.
Each time slot (TS) is 30 milliseconds long.
A QSO is either on TS1 or TS2
The radio alternates between Time Slot 1 and Slot 2
33.3 times a second.
2 QSO’s on different slots can be occurring simultaneously
on the same repeater
TDMA = Time Division Multiple Access

Code Plug
 The Code Plug is a configuration file to program your

DMR radio.
 Motorola gave it the name Code Plug.
 Every brand has it’s own Code Plug (program)
 In analog, we would use Chirp, RT Systems, ADMS,
etc.

TALKGROUPS
 A Talk Group is what we think of in analog as a

channel. A place for a QSO geared to a limited topic or
region.
 On 1 repeater or hotspot, Only one Talk Group can be
using a Time Slot at a time. Repeaters have 2 Time
Slots. Simplex hotspots have 1 time slot.
 If your radio is not programmed to receive a Talk
Group, you will not hear anything

What does a Talk Group do
 The TalkGroup (TG) is a service provided by a

computer server.
 We think of a repeater as a place for people to gather to

have a QSO. This is different…
 The TG acts like a repeater. It’s a place we can connect
to other DMR radios. Think of it as a “Chat Room”.
 The TG server can be anywhere in the

world!
 How do we get attached to the TG?

Repeater TalkGroups > Static
 A static talkgroup is one that is permanently

activated on a particular timeslot by the repeater
sysop. This type of static assignment passes ALL
traffic from the DMR talkgroup over the air on
the timeslot it is assigned to.
 For example, if a statewide talkgroup is assigned to the

local repeater on timeslot 1, anytime someone keys that
talkgroup on the network, regardless of where they are,
the audio will be retransmitted to all connected.
 In simple terms, this networks many repeaters together
full-time for that particular talkgroup.

Repeater TalkGroups > Dynamic
 Dynamic talkgroups assignments are used for

temporary activation on a timeslot on a particular
repeater. This type of talkgroup functions for a set
amount of time AFTER a local repeater user activates
it by transmitting on a repeater using that talkgroup
in their radio. When the timer expires and no local
user has keyed up again for a set amount of time… the
timeslot and the talkgroup and release and the
repeater is again open only to the talkgroups that
remain static.

Talkgroup Servers
 DMR MARC
 The Motorola Amateur Radio Club server
 BrandMeister




Started by hams that wanted independence from Motorola
Brandmeister 3102 is the closest server
Brandmeister web site shows who is online and allows
anyone to monitor talkgroups.

 Talkgroup 3129 on the MARC network might not be the

same as Talkgroup 3129 on the Brandmeister network.

 Be sure to manage your Talkgroups separately if you

use more that one DMR network!

Talk Groups
 Not all repeaters carry all Talk Groups (TG) depending on their network

connection. The repeater’s owner assigns the TG and TS structure most
beneficial for your area. This is to permit the most activity with the least
amount of interference.


A ‘typical’ configuration might be:










•Local 2
Local Cluster of Repeaters
•Local 9
Local Repeater Only
•TAC 310, 311 Secondary Chat Groups
•Nationwide National Calling Channel
•PA State PA Statewide
•MD State MD Statewide
•NE Reg’l Northeast Regional
Tri State NY NJ PA
NJ Statewide

TG
2
9
310, 311
3100
3142
3124
3172
31360
3134

Time Slot
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sample Talkgroups
 Worldwide ts1
 North America ts1
 Local or Reflector
 English
 Worldwide English
 North America
 TAC 310 ts1
 TAC 311 ts1
 TAC 312 ts1
 TAC 317 ts1
 English

ts1

1 PTT
3 Full-Time
19 Full-Time
113 PTT
191 PTT
193 PTT
310 PTT
311 PTT
312 PTT
317 PTT
913 PTT

 New Jersey ts1






3134 Full-Time
New York ts1
3136 PTT
Pennsylvania ts1 3142 PTT
Northeast USA ts1 3172 PTT
Southeast USA ts1 3174 PTT

Color Codes
 DMR repeaters use Color Codes (CC) much like

analog repeaters use CTCSS. To access a repeater you
must program your radio to use the same CC as the
repeater. There are 16 different CCs (CC0- CC15). The
use of Color Codes is not optional on DMR systems. If
your Color Code is not set correctly, you will not be
able to access the repeater.
 The only real purpose of using different Color Codes is
when multiple repeaters operating on the same
frequency have overlapping coverage areas

Connecting by repeater
 A DMR Repeater is connected to the internet. It’s

programmed to connect to a server hosting MANY
Talk Groups.
 Our DMR radio connects to the repeater and the code

plug for the channel tells the repeater what talkgroup
we want to connect to. We program the talkgroup and
the time slot by using the repeater guide.
 Martinsville 447.075 |-5 MHz | Color Code 1 |
 Talkgroup TAC 310 | and the repeater will connect to
TAC 310 Audio when I key the PTT

Repeater use
 When we key up, it tells the repeater my DMR radio

wants to be connected to a specific talkgroup,
IE:TAC310. This is PTT connect.
 Tac 310 is a world wide talk group with MANY QSO’s
 It ties up the repeater.

 If you don’t transmit for 10 to 15 minutes, the repeater

drops the connection to the server providing TAC310.
 This is to prevent tieing up the machine when not in

use.

Connecting by HotSpot
 Receives RF digital packets from your radio and sends it to

a server via the internet
 The HotSpot typically connects to the internet via wifi
 The HS will “remember” connection to any WiFi you

program, ie: home, work, cell phone, etc.

 Hotspots typically uses a raspberry Pi computer and PiStar

OS to operate
 PiStar needs a complete configuration file with your DMR
ID, HS frequency, your address, server address, etc.
(Recommend: Modify your friends config file)


A separate slide show on Pi Star

 The HS acts like a mini repeater. It receives a signal from

your DMR radio and opens a 2 way path to a DMR server

HotSpot Types
 Simplex
 Very small
 1 frequency for receive and transmit. One at a time
 Busy TG like 310 makes it hard to disconnect.
 Dual Band
 Works on 2 meters and 70 CM


Still only simplex

 Duplex
 Two frequencies, usually in the same band.
 Easier to disconnect.

Hotspot connection to server
 When you key up, a signal goes to the server telling it

your radio wants a connection to a specific talkgroup.
The server will send all audio from that talkgroup to
your radio (via your hotspot) till you send TG 4000
(disconnect).

Hotspots
Pi-Star
needs
to be
configured

Channels
 A memory slot in your radio
 Frequency – TX and RX
 Analog or digital. Typical choices for analog.


Analog discussed elsewhere

 CONTACT –ONE TalkGroup (entered in talkgroups)
 Radio ID – assigned to you by RADIOID.NET
 SLOT- most hotspots are slot #2
 Receive group – A group of TG’s you want to hear if any

are active while set to this channel


If you want privacy, the RX group contains only one TG

 NO encryption

Zones
 A group or bank of channels
 Usually a series of channels programmed with
talkgroups for your hotspot.
 A bank of channels programmed for one repeater. Each
channel has a different Talk Group on that repeater.

Promiscuous mode or
…AnyTone Digi Monitor
 The Radio has a poorly documented feature called

Digi Monitor
Digi Mode Active (red icon with two bars means both slots)

Digi Monitor Off (no icon)

Courtesy KD2QIP

Digital Monitor Function Basic Facts
• Digi Monitor is like scanning analog channels.
• Known as Promiscuous Mode it listens to all available Talk Groups
simultaneously on either or both time slots.
• Digi Monitor only links Channels in the selected Zone
• Net Effect is:
• if Digi Monitor is turned on, all channels in a specific Zone will get heard
REGARDLESS of what Talk group you are listening to.
• Effectively removes talk group ID and permanently listens on the timeslots

• This can be confusing,
• you hear a station on your monitored channel, but they cannot hear you
Courtesy KD2QIP

Use of Digi Monitor on a Hot Spot


Digi Monitor was intended for Repeaters, lets you hear all the traffic from a
repeater regardless of what repeater Talk Group you are listening on.




You would have all your interested TG’s for a specific repeater in a single zone

Hot Spots are repeaters, some simplex, others duplex
They only have two timeslots, normally TS2 used for receiving from the repeater.
 If you have multiple connections to the Hot Spot or you have registered with multiple
TG’s you could be sending out multiple transmissions from the hotspot.
 How does Digi Monitor work?
 Without Digi Monitor your radio will only hear the receive Talk Group your channel
is set to.
 With Digi Monitor enabled, you will hear all the activity on the timeslots
 If both stations have the similar configurations and have Digi Monitor on!!!!
 They will be able to talk and listen to each other REGRDLESS of the set Talk Group


Courtesy KD2QIP

AnyTone Radio Programing
This is Global on/off

 Feature was known as







Promiscuous Mode
Called Digi Monitor
on the screen
Called Digital
Monitor on the
computer
programing tool
Does not appear to
be something you
can set per zone or
channel
Global on or off?
Courtesy KD2QIP

Trick to program Digi Monitor Switch
 The blue button on the

top of the radio has little
use, was set as an alarm.
 Programing the Blue
button to control Digi
Monitor gives you a quick
way of turning the feature
on or off.
 You can now control
linking all TG’s in a zone
through toggling through
the Digi Monitor using
the blue button.
Courtesy KD2QIP

Further Work
 AnyTone Digi Monitor has more features
 Will allow you to automatically reply to the talk group
you are hearing through the Digi Monitor feature
 Replying to a station you hear from a different talk

group using a Digi Monitor feature
 Hit the * key
 This will show you that the selected transmit Talk

Group will now match the received channel.

Courtesy KD2QIP

 Motorola Amateur Radio Clubs and other private







repeater owners
500+ site network in 47countries
Also bridged to other networks DCI, AZ, NC, MI, KS, CO
and Texas DMR networks
100% Pure Digital
More than 29,500 registered users
To register or learn more
http://dmr-marc.net

Motorola Turbo Map

Go to Google
Networks Map

BRANDMEISTER Network Map

Go to Google
Networks Map

BRANDMEISTER Network Map of UNION, NJ

Go to Google
Networks Map

NJ DMR Repeaters
Frequency

Offset

Tone Up / Down

Location ▾

County

Call

Use

445.23125

-5 MHz

CC 1

Atlantic City

Atlantic

K2ACY

OPEN

443.0500

+5 MHz

CC 1

Cape May Court House

Cape May

N2ICV

OPEN

447.7625

-5 MHz

CC 1

Cape May Court House

Cape May

N3JCS

OPEN

440.4000

+5 MHz

CC 1

Corbin City

Atlantic

WR3IRS

OPEN

145.4700

-0.6 MHz

CC 0 167.9 / CSQ

Fair Lawn

Bergen

W2NPT

OPEN

441.3000

+5 MHz

CC 0 114.8 / 114.8

Franklin Lakes

Bergen

W2IP

OPEN

446.5250

-5 MHz

CC 8

Hoboken

Hudson

K2XDX

OPEN

448.9250

-5 MHz

CC1 141.3

Hopatcong, Lake Hopatcong

Sussex

N2VUG

OPEN

440.3000

+5 MHz

CC 1

Howell

Monmouth

KB2RF

OPEN

443.6125

+5 MHz

CC 6

Jackson

Ocean

K2NYX

OPEN

445.4250

-5 MHz

CC 3

Manahawkin

Ocean

K2HR

OPEN

448.0750

-5 MHz

CC 1

Manahawkin

Ocean

WA3BXW

OPEN

447.0750

-5 MHz

CC 1

Martinsville

Somerset

K1DO

OPEN

447.2250

-5 MHz

CC 1

Montclair

Essex

N2DCE

OPEN

446.9750

-5 MHz

CC 5 141.3 / 141.3

Montvale

Bergen

K2ZD

OPEN

444.1500

+5 MHz

CC 0

Paramus

Bergen

KM4WUD

OPEN

440.9500

+5 MHz

CC 1

Paterson, Garrett Mountain
Reservation

Passaic

NJ2PC

OPEN

442.2500

+5 MHz

Sayreville

Somerset

W2QW

OPEN

445.7750

-5 MHz

CC 3

Toms River

Ocean

WA2JWR

OPEN

443.3000

+5 MHz

CC 1

Waterford Works

Camden

WR3IRS

OPEN

439.7875

-5 MHz

CC 1

Wayne, Mountain View

Passaic

N2WNS

OPEN

Amateur DMR is Trending
TODAY 8/14/19
 Today there have been:
 22 new users signed up

 41 DMR ID's assigned
 0 NXDN ID's assigned

 0 new repeaters added

Amateur DMR Trending
THIS WEEK 08/12/19
 399 new users signed up
 429 DMR ID's assigned
 9 new repeaters added

DMR Added this Month AUG 19
 1660 new users signed up
 1805 DMR ID's assigned

 64 new repeaters added

DMR Totals as of 11/4/2019
 In total:
 There are have 72726 users
 Issued 87703 DMR ID's
 with Ham-Digital's 57701, a global network

of 145,404 DMR ID’s
 Issued 1845 NXDN ID's
 There are 6670 repeaters world wide

DMR: A NEW MODE FOR AMATEUR
DIGITAL RADIO
 Low cost: Radios starting at ~$79.
 Hotspots starting at ~ $99.
 Spectrum Efficient!
 Supported by multiple manufacturers!
 Longer Battery Life!
 Over 138,000 users
 3 Year Warrantees on many radios
 Resilient Networks (no servers needed at sites)

Recommended Reading
 https://www.jeffreykopcak.com/
 http://www.va3xpr.net/the-scoop-on-dmr-ids-fact-

fiction-and-the-downright-ugly-truth/

DMR Conclusion
 These slides didn’t cover all facets of DMR.
 DMR is NOT plug and play. (yet). A friend’s software may







get you on the air in a day, but it may take a week or more
to become comfortable using this mode.
DMR requires a commitment. While other hams will share
their programming, there is much to learn. You will need
to configure a radio and, probably a “hotspot”.
Don’t get frustrated. Most hams involved in DMR will help
you through it.
Working clear audio DX from a handheld and is a game
changer.
Benett Rosen
The fun will make it worth the effort.
AC2NI
© 2019

